
Artist:Â Nancy LupoVenue:Â Sydney, SydneyExhibition Title:Â BEAT ME BITE ME WHIP ME FUCK MEDate: October 17 â€“ November 28, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after
the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Sydney, SydneyLink: Nancy Lupo at SydneyThe post Nancy Lupo at Sydney first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Fredrik VÃ¦rslevVenue:Â Gio Marconi, MilanExhibition
Title:Â World PaintingsDate: September 24 â€“ November 30, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Gio Marconi, MilanPress
Release:THEY ARE THE WORLD, PART IDieter RoelstraeteAlthough the seeds for World Paintings were first planted in Fredrik VÃ¦rslevâ€™s mind back in the mid-2000s â€“ the occasion, back then, was a chance
encounter with the hard edge flag paintings of the Swedish artist Olle Baertling, billowing in the breeze outside the Moderna Museet in Stockholm â€“ and although VÃ¦rslev first started working on his â€œflag paintingsâ€•
more than two years ago, it is hard to think of a suite of works that, in their quasi-abstract minimalist manner, more painfully and poignantly capture the singular cosmic tremors of 2020, this most horribilis of anni,
especially in terms of the impact these seismic shifts have had upon the arch-global, quintessentially cosmopolitan business of contemporary art. Assembled here are twelve paintings â€œdepictingâ€• various countries of
the world, from all five continents: Belarus (a painting executed, needless to add, long before post-electoral unrest swept the last pseudo-Stalinist dictatorship in Europe), the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (not an
actual, i.e. internationally recognized state), England, Israel, Republic of Korea, Nauru, Pakistan, Panama, Seychelles, Trinidad and Tobago, and Uzbekistan. (If this seems like a disorientingly random selection â€“ well, it
is. Except for the not-so-meaningless fact, seen from both a painterly and political perspective, that all of these flags have white in them: the white, to begin with, of VÃ¦rslevâ€™s untreated canvas.) Artworksâ€™
meanings change all the time, of course, but it is worth reflecting on the difference a mere six months makes in the conception, production and reception of these very works â€“ Fredrik VÃ¦rslevâ€™s straight-faced,
understated contribution to the long history, both hallowed and contentious, of â€œflag artâ€•. At the time of writing (late August 2020), it is still not clear whether the artist will be able to travel from his native Norway to
Milan for the installation and opening of his exhibition, and the same is even more doubtful with regards to the planned companion show at the artistâ€™s gallery in New York â€“ all because of the ongoing effects of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the single most disruptive, disastrous event to befall the world economy since the Depression ninety years ago. With this particular coronavirus outbreak has come a worldwide ban on international
travel, which has disproportionately impacted the contemporary art world alongside adjoining sectors of the culture and entertainment industries, the global network of higher education and research, and the like. (Our
world, in other words â€“ that of the seemingly not-so-essential services. I wrote a 10.000-word essay about VÃ¦rslevâ€™s World Paintings this past summer without ever laying eyes on the real thing â€“ a painful,
corona-enforced first, with studio visits doomed to the weightless virtuality of the FaceTime-sphere.) Indeed, although art itself, in its placeless, timeless imperviousness to cellular catastrophe, will doubtlessly weather the
storm of this global health emergency without so much as a scratch â€“ ars longa, vita brevis, right? â€“ the same may not necessarily be said about the complex ecosystem of the contemporary art world â€“ a
â€œbubbleâ€• if ever there was one â€“ which, in its historical predicament as a product of globalization, is so inextricably bound up with air travel and the constant, effortless crossing of borders by both people and
things, art world denizens and artworks. Contemporary art is that quintessentially global phenomenon for which national borders and antiquated notions of nationhood or national belonging arenâ€™t supposed to matter,
except perhaps as fully historicized subject matter deserving only of patronizing archival scrutiny. But here we are, national borders and national identities fully reinforced across the European mainland, in ways not seen
since the implementation of the Schengen Agreement in the mid-nineties, ushering in a new era of immobility and rootedness utterly alien to those of us â€“ and as far as the generic addressee of this press release is
concerned, that means all of us â€“ used to years, indeed decades of frictionless flight across those old-fashioned markers of territorial belonging. Seen from this vantage point, VÃ¦rslevâ€™s World Paintings take on the
elegiac tone of a (hopefully temporary) farewell to the utopian specter of artâ€™s global village, back when the world was everyoneâ€™s oyster, the sparsely peopled gallery now a wistful memorial to a globality thrown in
utter, seemingly irreversible disarray. Alternately, however, when seen from the opposing perspective of the Realpolitik of reinforced borders â€“ for one of the great insights of the pandemic has been how easy it has
proven to be to raise the notion of nationhood from the dead â€“ World Paintings could also be read as a rumination on the persistence of national feeling, of the renewed relevance of notions of national belonging in the
Brexit-Modi-Putin-Trump era, much of it so passionately expressed in peopleâ€™s truly curious attachment to that most enigmatic and potent of all symbols, the flag. This, of course, shines a stark spotlight on World
Paintings as a political gesture â€“ at the expense, inevitably (such are the thermodynamics of art), of its aesthetic content, or its formal achievement. That, in a nutshell, is the problem of all â€œflag artâ€•, of which
VÃ¦rslev must at all times have been aware â€“ though he may perhaps not have been prepared for the radically altered conditions under which his take on flag art would have to make its first public appearance. The
â€œproblemâ€• in question asks of us whether a painting of a flag can ever be truly a painting: can we ever see the painting, and not â€œjustâ€• the flag? To a certain extent, VÃ¦rslev â€“ who is keenly aware of the
weight of nationhood on the international lingua franca of art, and who is definitely interested in the many conundrums raised by the return of nationalist fervor around the globe â€“ has sought to circumvent this question
by asking its unnerving inverse: can a flag ever be â€œjustâ€• a painting? Of course it can â€“ of the hard-edge, minimalist variety, signaling clarity and decisiveness where none can really ever exist. Except, that is, in art.
This text was conceived as a post scriptum to a monographic essay written by the author over the course of the summer of 2020, dedicated solely to Fredrik VÃ¦rslevâ€™s World Paintings.Link: Fredrik VÃ¦rslev at Gio
MarconiThe post Fredrik VÃ¦rslev at Gio Marconi first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Tau LewisVenue:Â Cooper Cole, TorontoExhibition Title:Â Triumphant Alliance of the Ubiquitous Blossoms of Incarnate
SoulsDate: October 17 â€“ November 28, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Cooper Cole, Toronto&nbsp;Link: Tau Lewis at
Cooper ColeThe post Tau Lewis at Cooper Cole first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Karla KaplunVenue:Â House of Gaga, Mexico CityExhibition Title:Â La CompaÃ±ÃaDate: September 25 â€“ November
28, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of House of Gaga, Mexico CityPress Release:Gaga is pleased to announce Karla
Kaplunâ€™s (b.1993, QuerÃ©taro, MÃ©xico) first show in the gallery.&nbsp;Orbituary&nbsp;Come in, she says. Are you afraid of the balance loss?On my sanguine flowers lean, on my veilâ€”fast you go to the
emptiness, far away is where the floor isâ€”: the more my wax transmutes into heat, the more the eagle bites and the more the hall falls.&nbsp;In the last tangibility, the nightfalled orchestra awaits you. Listen to its score,
to its weeping note. Algid snake, awaken angel! So many mirrors are your face and so much blindnessâ€¦&nbsp;Welcome to our Company! Not an spectator: expectant you are. There is no front row, machinery
onlyâ€¦&nbsp;Â«Incipit tragoedia / incipit parodiaÂ»! Lo and behold: during the play our Â«life at stakeÂ».&nbsp;bruno darÃoLink: Karla Kaplun at House of GagaThe post Karla Kaplun at House of Gaga first appeared
on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Paulino ViotaVenue:Â fluent, SantanderExhibition Title:Â ContactosDate: October 8 â€“ November 25, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Videos:Paulino Viota, Fin de un InviernoÂ (A winterâ€™s end), 1968. 16 mm. b/n. 27 min [Nuevo telecine]Images courtesy of fluent, SantanderPress Release:fluent announces its
reopening in a new venue with a solo exhibition dedicated to the work of filmmaker, theorist and educator Paulino Viota. The exhibition Paulino Viota, Contactos contains a selection of four of his films admist diagrams,
film studies and writings that reveal the consistency and diversity of Viota&#8217;s sophisticated and complex practice. It also highlights his dialogue with the history of filmmaking and his reflection on the formal language
of the moving image. After producing films between 1966 and 1982, Viota has devoted his life to research cinematic languages and he is now hailed as one of the most influential filmmakers of Spain.Paulino Viota was
born in Santander in 1948 and studied Economics at the University of Bilbao. He made his first short film in 1966, and until 1982 has created a body of work that is rich in eccentric, subversive and expansive films. Even if
outlined by the specific nature of the moving image, Viota&#8217;s work is not confined by it: he also writes, makes drawings, and visual studies, and since 1982 he has had a fundamental practice researching and
teaching at different educational frameworks.Viota&#8217;s work is a demanding one due to its sophistication and formal diversity â€“from formal exercises in structuralist language such as Duration (1970) to the fiction /
documentary interplay that characterizes some of his filmsâ€“.The expansiveness beyond the limits of the screen, the ambiguous status of the moving image and the experimental character of his works are common
features of the materials featured in the exhibition and of Paulino Viota&#8217;s work at large.The title of this exhibition takes its title from the homonimous film made in 1970, which in turn refers to Stockhausen&#8217;s
piece, KontÃ¤kte. However this film was considered as the backbone of Viota&#8217;s practice, it is absent from the show, invoked by other works that precede and follow it. The characters and contexts that Viota
portrays are of a very diverse nature, crossing the geographies that he traveled, mainly between Santander and Madrid. The films included in the exhibition, in Super 8 mm, 16 mm and 35 mm, were conceived through a
series of preliminary studies, drawings and writings, some of which are shown here for the first time.Contactos presents four films that are crosslinked with a selection of works on paper. The films span his entire
productive years and highlight different aspects of the filmic work, both thematically and in terms of formal language. The work of Viota is inextricably linked to the politics of the time, and the exhibition also explores
several discursive strategies that the artista has used along the years.Paulino Viota&#8217;s work is part of the MNCARS Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina SofÃa collection, as well as it has being very present in
the programs of the national Film Library, Circulo de Bellas Artes de Madrid and Jeau de Paume in Paris.Link: Paulino Viota at fluentThe post Paulino Viota at fluent first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â Josiane M.H. PoziVenue:Â Gandt, QueensExhibition Title:Â PingeyOrganized By:Â Robert SnowdenDate: September 27 â€“ November 22, 2020Click here to view slideshow Full gallery of images and link
available after the jump.Images:Video: Josiane M.H. Pozi, Pingey, 2019, Video, 17:35Images courtesy of Gandt, QueensLink: Josiane M.H. Pozi at GandtThe post Josiane M.H. Pozi at Gandt first appeared on
Contemporary Art Daily.This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Wanda Koop at Night GalleryAzadeh Elmizadeh at Franz KakaMegan Marrin at Queer ThoughtsLewis Stein at VIN VINAntoine Catala at 47 CanalMarie Lund
at Croy NielsenMarte EknÃ¦s at Kunsthall StavangerMarte EknÃ
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